
Single Stripes 
Round 1: Magic ring 6 sc 
Round 2: (Change colour) Inc 6 sts evenly – 2 sc in each st to end (12) 
Round 3: (Change colour) Inc 6 sts evenly – (1 sc, then 2sc in the next st) to end (18) 
Keep increasing by 6 stitches until your circle matches the size of your door knob 
Next 4 rounds: Work without increase 
Last round: Chain 4, skip a stitch, single crochet repeat until end. Thread these loops 
with a length of yarn that can be tied around the door knob. 
  
Double Stripes 
Round 1: Magic ring 12 dc 
Round 2: (Change colour) Inc 12 sts evenly – 2 sc in each st to end (24) 
Round 3: (Change colour) Inc 12 sts evenly – (1 sc, then 2sc in the next st) to end (36) 
Keep increasing by 12 stitches until your circle matches the size of your door knob 
Next 2 rounds: Work without increase 
Thread a length of yarn through the last round that can be tied firmly around the 
door knob.  
  
Flower 
Round 1: Magic ring 6 sc 
Round 2: (Change colour) Chain 3 stitches, insert the hook into the first stitch wrap 
the yarn over hook , draw a loop through the length of the 3 chain, repeat this until 
you have 6 loops on the hook – pull your yarn through all loops and chain 2 ( insert 
the hook into the next stitch wrap the yarn over hook , draw a loop through the 
length of the 3 chain, repeat this until you have 6 loops on the hook – pull your yarn 
through all loops and and chain 2) repeat until end. 
Round 3: You should have 12 working stitches 2 on either side of each petal. DC3 
into each of these stitches you should now have 36 working stitches. 
Work like double stripes until end.  
  

Door Knob Magic 


